
INTRODUCTORY STATEMENT 
 
Previous & Current Teaching Responsibilities: I am currently employed full time as a primary school teacher at Ashfield 
Primary School (PS). I hold two teaching roles at Ashfield PS: first, as the year 5/6 teacher (four days a week) and second, as 
the Information Communication Technology (ICT) teacher (K-6, one day a week). I have worked at Ashfield PS since the start 
of term three, 2009 and I have taught in the Western Australian (WA) public school system since 2007. I have previously 
taught years 8-12 at Oombulgurri Remote Community School (RCS) and years 10-11 at Roebourne District High School 
(DHS). Throughout my early teaching career (2008 to 2011) I actively served in the Army Reserves as a Patrolman for the 
Pilbara Regiment. I worked as a sessional academic at Curtin University in the Centre for Aboriginal Studies and did relief 
teaching during the first semester of 2009. At the start of semester one, 2013 I took unpaid leave and worked as a Relief 
Occupational Health and Safety (OHS) Organiser and then as a Relief External Organiser at the State School Teachers’ 
Union of Western Australia (SSTUWA). I returned back to Ashfield PS at the start of term three, 2013 after successfully 
fulfilling my contract with the SSTUWA. Since working at Ashfield PS I have taught years 6/7 (2008-2010), years 3/4 (2011-
2012), years 5/6/7 (2013-2014). I have taught years 5/6 since 2015. This year I am responsible for the learning areas of: 
English, Maths, Humanities & Social Sciences (HASS), Science, ICT (whole school) and Technology & Enterprise (T&E). I 
currently hold a number of leadership roles within the school. I am the school’s OHS representative and Union representative. 
I have held both of these roles since 2011. Since 2014, I have managed Ashfield PS’s website through an Internet browser 
based program called ‘My School Web’ which I transferred to a superior website hosting service called ‘Square Space’ this 
year.  
 
Additional Professional Activities: I enjoy teaching outside of my main job so much that I would describe myself as an 
‘Edupreneur’. Since 2008 I have regularly tutored students from a primary, secondary and tertiary context. I previously tutored 
at a tutoring centre for Indigenous high school students in Karratha called Gumala Mirnuwarni. I have also tutored tertiary 
Indigenous students who were completing a conversion course into teaching as an Aboriginal Tutorial Assistance Scheme 
(ATAS) tutor with Curtin University. Since 2009 I have been tutoring (both primary and secondary students) in the Perth 
metropolitan area as part of my tutoring business ‘Matthew Leslie’s Tutoring Service’. I estimate that I have completed over 
1,200 hours of tutoring in total (most of these with an iPad). I enjoy the process of one on one tutoring as it has helped me 
enormously in refining my teaching pedagogy. In 2013 I created a series of iPad Professional Learning (PL) workshops for 
teachers after approaching Mary Franklyn, the current General Secretary of the SSTUWA, about my idea. I present these 
workshops at the SSTUWA during term breaks and when requested by the union. I have run my iPad PL workshops a total of 
12 times and I have been requested to complete regional iPad workshops in September this year. In April 2014 I created a 
teaching website through an education company I run called ‘Griffin Education Enterprises’ (GEE). I created this website to 
share all of my teaching knowledge and ICT resources, that I have accumulated over the past nine years, with the wider 
education community. I am particularly passionate about supporting graduate teachers in their first years of the profession.  
 
Teaching Context Surrounding the Use of ICT: The use of ICT is intrinsically woven throughout all of my teaching. In my 
classroom I use: Plickers, Kahoots, Soundwaves, Mathletics, iPads, and an Apple TV. Plickers allows teachers to create their 
own multiple-choice questions (A, B, C, D or true/false format) for any learning area in an Internet browser. Once the 
questions are created and saved they are then projected onto a screen/digital projector for the students to view. Each student 
is provided with a unique card to indicate his or her answer, which cannot be confused with any other student’s card. When 
using the Plickers app, the iPad’s camera detects the students’ answers based on which way they orientated their card (A, B, 
C or D). Kahoots is similar to Plickers e.g. multiple-choice questions through an Internet browser. A teacher can create or 
choose from a test/quiz that has been previously created. The teacher starts the test on an interactive whiteboard and a 
unique code is generated e.g. 931,569. Students then enter this code at Kahoots.com on a device, in our case Chromebooks. 
This device allows the students to enter the test/quiz. The questions are then projected onto the white board and the students 
indicate their answer on their Chromebooks. Soundwaves (SW) is an online whole school, synthetic-phonics spelling program 
(spanning K-6) used at Ashfield PS. We purchased the online version over the workbook version to account for our transient 
student population. Soundwaves has an extensive range of black line masters, online spelling activities and games that can 
be used and printed off from within an Internet browser. Mathletics is an online, Internet browser-based resource that allows 
teachers to set online Maths work for students (from P-6) based from the WAC (Western Australian Curriculum). Mathletics 
has an extensive range of resources for the entire scope and sequence of Mathematics.  
 
Teaching Pedagogy & Beliefs: An important belief of mine is ‘always seeing the potential within a student’. Before I became 
a teacher I regularly volunteered my time for Edmund Rice Camps for Kids (ERCK). ERCK provides children (aged from 8-16) 
from ‘under pressure’ backgrounds with the opportunity to go on a holiday with young adult volunteers. The children from 
ERCK have very similar backgrounds to the students from Ashfield PS. During these camps I regularly saw a transformation 
from children who were ‘in their shell’ to children who ‘came out of their shell’ and were allowed to be themselves without the 
pressures of life at home. These camps taught me a lot about having empathy for children from disadvantaged backgrounds. 
Whenever I teach a student who is particularly challenging, I try to put myself in their shoes and imagine what they would 
have had to go through in order to get to school today. However, I will always hold them accountable for the work they are 
required to produce in my classroom. I set realistic, but high expectations for all of my students and I always aim to facilitate 
continuous improvement no matter what level my students are currently at. Another belief I hold is that ‘children don’t care 
how much you know until they know that you care’. It is vitally important to have a strong teacher-student relationship with all 
of the students that you teach. Without building a strong rapport, particularly with students from a low Index of Community 



Socio-Educational Advantage (ICSEA) background, a teacher is severely limited in how much they can achieve within a 
classroom. My photos of training activities (live firing drills, etc) and tactical operations from my time as a Patrolman have 
been of great interest for my students; particularly for the challenging boys that I teach and have previously taught. However, 
building and maintaining a strong rapport with your students does not mean that I am a student’s ‘friend’. As I say to them ‘I’m 
your teacher, not your friend’. When it comes to the art and science of teaching, I believe in teaching clearly and explicitly. 
There is a quote from Albert Einstein that resonates with me which is ‘If you cannot teach it simply, then you don’t know it well 
enough’. When I was in primary school I remember getting confused with what I was taught. With this experience in mind and 
after many hours of research looking into new teaching methods/ideas, I aim to teach every concept and idea in a clear, 
concise manner that is easily understandable for all and which can be explained in multiple ways.  
 
Major Strengths as a Teacher: Firstly, I have a wealth of experience and skills to draw upon when teaching disadvantaged 
students. I have enormous empathy and understanding for what my students have gone through and the challenges they 
face. Despite this I believe they are just as capable of students from higher ICSEA backgrounds. Secondly, my knowledge of 
and application of ICT in the classroom is that of a lead teacher. Thirdly and most importantly, I have outstanding behaviour 
management skills to draw upon in order to maintain good order and discipline in the most challenging of classrooms. I have 
a proven track record of taking on classrooms that ordinary teachers cannot handle and turning them from dysfunctional, 
unproductive classrooms into functional, highly productive learning environments. This proven track record has helped 
prepare numerous students of mine for the transition into High School based from the positive feedback I have received from 
High School teachers and from the parents of former students (speak with Matt Snell or Christiaan Moir for more information).  
 
Context of Current School: Ashfield PS is a small school of approximately 110 students. The suburb of Ashfield is adjacent 
to Bayswater and Bassendean. Teaching at Ashfield PS is extremely challenging and only a select number of teachers are 
truly suited to this teaching environment. A lot of Ashfield’s students have grown up in a state of poverty. I’ve found that my 
teaching experiences at Oombulgurri RCS and Roebourne DHS have helped enormously at Ashfield PS. Ashfield has a 
higher ratio of public housing compared with other suburbs. With this being the case, there is a greater concentration of 
students who come to Ashfield PS from a low ICSEA background. We don’t have the ‘luxury’ that a lot of other schools have 
of ‘diluting’ the dysfunction with greater enrolment numbers. A lot of our students are from single parent households. A lot of 
parents are unemployed and rely on government assistance to survive. For some of our students, school is the only safe 
environment they have in their lives. A lot of our students have witnessed traumatic events such as: domestic violence, 
alcoholism and substance abuse. All of these things have lead to Ashfield PS getting a bad reputation, which I believe is 
incredibly unfair because the school has improved enormously during my tenure here. Ashfield PS also has a high 
concentration of students from an international background. During the last school census our students came from a total of 
29 different cultural backgrounds. A lot of these international students come from less affluent countries (Sierra Leone, 
Zimbabwe & the Philippines) and approximately 30% of all our students are Indigenous. This diverse cultural background has 
implications for students’ learning needs e.g. Students at Educational Risk (SAER) although we also have some students in 
the Primary Extension Academic Challenge (PEAC) program despite being a low ICSEA school. 
 
When I first started at Ashfield PS the school had just completed an Emergency Review Group (ERG) process. I arrived as 
one of the new teachers for its implementation to replace a teacher who chose to leave as a result of the ERG investigation. 
The school’s principal at the time also left as a result of the ERG. Eventually more teachers chose to leave because they were 
not willing to do what was required to advance the school’s reputation and to change their teaching pedagogy to suit low 
ICSEA students. During this time I gained my permanency with the Department of Education (DoE). After the follow up ERG-
process was finalised the school remained static for a number of years and experienced staff began to leave. In mid 2013 we 
received a new principal called Matthew Snell after our former principal accepted a transfer to another school. This was when 
the school truly began to improve. In light of this improvement and my belief in where the school was heading I made the 
decision to send my own child to Ashfield PS and will do the same for the rest of my children. Our parent community was 
extremely impressed with this decision because it showed that even a teacher was willing to send their own child to Ashfield 
PS. How many teachers would have the confidence in their own school that they teach at to do this? I know I did and still do!  
 
Conclusion: In summing up: I’m an invaluable asset to my school, I’ve contributed enormously to the school community and 
to the wider education community. How many teachers can say they are able to survive in and improve results at a low 
ICSEA school? How many run their own not-for-profit educational website which attracts thousands of visitors? How many 
have created and run their own iPad PL workshops? How many have accumulated over 1,200 hours of tutoring? How many 
were tapped on the shoulder to work at the SSTUWA? How many teachers have used OHS legislation/policies that compelled 
the DoE to: resurface our school’s basketball courts for $50,000 and to get a rundown, decrepit building demolished because 
they were hazards? I am an outstanding classroom teacher who has achieved a lot in my short teaching career of nine years. 
I believe that the Level Three portfolio that I am submitting comprehensively demonstrates that I am a Level Three Teacher.  
 
NOTE TO THE ASSESSOR: In my portfolio you will see V1.01 & V2.01 etc. This refers to video evidence contained within 
the USB stick I have supplied that is playable on both Apple computers and Windows based computers. I have obtained 
permission from every student, every teacher and every parent whose names and details appear in this portfolio. Copies of 
permission forms and evidence of permission is also located within the USB stick.  



COMPETENCY 1: I have utilised a variety of innovative and exemplary teaching strategies as outlined by the principles of 
teaching and learning by the School Curriculum and Standards Authority (SCSA, 1.01) to meet the specific needs: of 
individual students, groups of students and classes of students to improve student outcomes.  
 
Spelling Program: The explicit teaching of synthetic phonics as a way to improve writing and spelling outcomes of students 
is well established by research as outlined in the National Inquiry into the Teaching of Literacy, 2005 (1.02). After analysis of 
our NAPLAN data (2013 & 2014, 2.14) indicated a low level of academic achievement in the area of writing and spelling, 
Ashfield PS decided to implement a new, mandatory spelling program across the whole school as part of our school’s new 
English Operational Plan. Being a commercial product, Soundwaves (SW) has an incredible range of resources. The 
segmenting worksheets (1.04, V1.03 & V1.04), online segmenting activities (V1.06 & V1.07) and online games (V1.08) allow 
me to provide all students with experience breaking words into their phonemes and graphemes, which prepares them for 
Friday’s spelling test. The student workbook worksheets I use exposes students to a wide variety of questions they are not 
familiar with (1.06, V1.05) that help meet a greater range of English outcomes based from the Western Australian Curriculum 
(WAC) (1.05) such as exploring the origins of root words, the meanings of prefixes and suffixes along with finding antonyms 
and synonyms for their list words etc (2.35). But I found that this commercial resource did not adequately allow my students to 
demonstrate outcomes in variety of ways or meet the differentiated needs of my students. To determine my students’: 
characteristics, talents, interests and knowledge I ran a class survey (1.31) to help decide what extension activities I should 
create. After gaining a better understanding of my students (e.g. they liked learning about foreign languages), I then 
negotiated with them and devised a wide variety of extension activities that allowed my students to show their knowledge of 
spelling in a variety of ways (1.13). After the segmenting work and the student workbook is completed, I allow my students to 
pick one extension activity that interests them in addition to allocating them another task based on an area they need to 
improve in. My list of extension activities I created include: translating their list words in Google Translate (1.08 & V1.09, 
V1.10), completing sentences and short stories using their list words then editing them using the proofing and editing 
acronyms I taught them (2.16, & V1.13) and finding out the meaning of words using Dictionary.com (V1.11). These extension 
activities I created have yielded powerful assessment outcomes. A student of mine who has a limited vocabulary (K.C) 
regularly completes the dictionary meanings activity (V1.12) and has expanded his vocabulary. My PEAC student, F.K, who 
requires extension, was able to expand her understanding of the interconnected nature of the English language with other 
languages like Swedish by completing the translation activity (which is incredibly popular with the class). Using my extensive 
knowledge of ICT resources I introduced my class to Duolingo, which is a multi-platform (website/iPad) ICT resource that 
allows a user to learn a language for free. Having a culturally diverse school, several students were able to select a language 
that matched their cultural heritage e.g. F.K and M.A are learning Swedish and Dutch as part of their homework routine. 
Whilst unrelated to spelling, this activity inspired my entire classroom to challenge themselves by learning another language 
(V1.16). My SAER student from Sierra Leone (A.I), who has a weakness in editing, regularly edits his sentences and short 
stories from his list words using ARMS & CUPS (2.16 & V1.13). All of this work has led to an improved editing and proofing 
score for A.I in the texts he writes (2.36). I also created my own innovative Look, Cover, Say, Write, Check (LCSWC) strategy 
that runs for five minutes non-stop (V1.01 & V1.02). I found that this strategy provides my SAER students with the time they 
need to complete a full list of 25 words and enables the more capable students to beat their best LCSWC score (1.03). Being 
a daily strategy, LCSWC provides all students with 20 minutes of practice before Friday’s test. To take a phrase from 
Vygotsky’s ‘zone of proximal development’, every lesson serves as a ‘scaffold’ to get my students ready for their spelling test. 
These ‘scaffolds’ have enabled all of my students to achieve great marks in their weekly spelling tests (2.04, which is out of 
25 words) and has lead to a dramatic improvement with their spelling age test scores (2.05). My students (year sixes) have 
also applied their knowledge of spelling to improve the overall quality of their writing. For example, the marks I allocated in 
2016 for their persuasive writing texts were much higher than the marks I allocated to them for their information reports in 
2015 (1.34). After I have read out all of the words from the differentiated spelling groups, the students then mark and reflect 
on their work (V2.01). SW, along with the extension work I provide, allows me to differentiate work to meet the educational 
needs of all of my SAER students by creating realistic educational targets they can reach (2.12) and offers quality 
assessment data to parents (2.13) in the IEPs I create (2.11). This is particularly important for parents of SAER students so 
they can actually see real progress in their child’s education as opposed to only seeing  ‘D’ or ‘E’ grades in writing in their end 
of semester report. In addition to this my former Indigenous students (K.W and B.W) mentioned to me that they liked using 
SW because they can say they are doing the same type of work (at lower year level) as the rest of the class and do not feel 
‘shame’ completing an entirely different program of work like they previously completed when they were in other classrooms.  
 
Innovative Teaching of Multiplication: With Australia experiencing a decline in our Programme for International Student 
Assessment scores for Mathematics (1.09), the teaching of Science, Technology, Engineering and Maths (STEM) has 
become a national priority (1.10). As teachers we need to find new ways to engage our students with STEM. Based from my 
previous teaching and tutoring experience, many students I have taught found the traditional algorithm of multiplication 
difficult to master. While I was tutoring a high school student of mine  (2013) I came across an innovative multiplication 
algorithm called ‘Box Method (BM)’ also known as Lattice Method. Intrigued by this new multiplication algorithm, I then 
researched BM and quickly learnt how to use it (1.07). I was amazed at its simplicity and realised that this could serve as a 
scaffold to further assist the students who struggle with learning the traditional algorithm. BM isn’t just for capable students; it 
is also useful for SAER students and for my students who require extension work. When teaching my SAER students BM, 
after assessment of their multiplication skills, I differentiate their questions by only getting them to complete one digit by two 
digit multiplication algorithms based on times table they are able to complete e.g. 0,1,2,5 and 10 (V1.14). I gradually expand 
out to larger algorithms (two digit by two digit), as they become more confident. This differentiation helps my SAER students 



understand how to use the BM algorithm without having complete mastery of all the times tables. For those students who are 
capable and know all of their times tables, BM is extremely useful for multiplying numbers using decimals (V1.15). After 
modelling and providing my students with opportunities to practice BM I then assessed their progress. After assessing their: 
New Wave Mental Maths books, working out books and Maths tests, my students (Year 5 (2.07), Year 6 (2.06) & SAER (2.08) 
are able to use BM to solve questions that involve the multiplication of large numbers. In addition to this, both my current (via 
a class survey, 1.12) and previous classes have found BM to be a simpler and easier algorithm to use based from their 
reflections (1.11) comparing the two multiplication algorithms (traditional algorithm & BM) I have taught them. 
 
Teaching Persuasive Texts (PT): PT are one of the text types (Persuasive & Narrative) used for evaluating a student’s 
writing capability as part of Australia’s National Assessment Program - Literacy and Numeracy (NAPLAN) testing program. In 
preparation for NAPLAN I use a variety of exemplary and innovative teaching strategies to help students to independently: 
plan, draft, edit and publish a PT. I explicitly model every part of the writing process to move students from unconscious 
incompetence to unconscious competence as described by Gordon’s four stages of competence (1.18). Every lesson I run 
involves a common lesson structure format of: clearly stating my learning intentions, explicitly modelling the required skill/s 
and adding new words to the class’s word wall to improve their vocabulary (1.19). At the conclusion of every lesson I run a 
plenary session to help reinforce what was taught. Students need to practice forming opinions on topics, so I exposed them to 
a wide variety of persuasive topics that helped them form opinions (agree/disagree) and I also facilitated discussions on how 
they can justify their opinions (1.21). These discussions were vital because they taught the students how to manipulate the 
modality of language that will be used in their PT e.g. I strongly disagree. Next I taught my students: paragraph structure, the 
different sentences that are unique to each paragraph and persuasive devices (PD) worth using. I taught these three things 
by using a combination of PowerPoint presentations (1.15 & 1.20) and getting students to read and answer teacher made 
questions about PT I have created (1.17). To help students write better arguments I taught them an acronym called 
AFORREST (1.22) and all the different PD that make it up. This acronym is important because it helps students to remember 
more PD when they are writing their arguments. Three of my year sixes who are familiar with AFORREST scored high marks 
(70% and above) for the argument paragraphs from the PT they completed at home (2.22). The writing grades of two of these 
students (N.C & R.M) also improved from a C (semester one, 2015) to a B (semester one, 2016) over the course of 1.5 years. 
Based on my critical reflection of my students’ work from 2015 I wanted to further improve the quality of my students’ 
arguments in 2016. So I taught my students the different modes of persuasion: pathos, ethos and logos (PEL). After 
modelling PEL and showing a PowerPoint slide (1.20) I also utilised a new teaching ICT resource called Plickers (1.25) to 
improve student engagement during my plenary session at the conclusion of a lesson for a cohort of students who were 
reluctant to answer oral questions about PEL (3.26). I had previously utilised new questioning techniques (1.26) however this 
group was still reluctant to participate. After using Plickers as a formative assessment I found that this cohort of students 
answered more questions and engaged more with the lesson compared with oral quizzes (3.26). Once the metacognitive 
language of a PT had been established, I then ran a sorting lesson where students had to cut apart the features of a PT 
(1.24). Students needed to: correctly reorder the paragraphs, correctly label the different sentence types and label the PD 
used. After assessing this work, most students were then in a position to start writing a PT. Next I modelled the entire process 
of writing a PT from: arguments, then introductions and finally conclusions. Using arguments as an example, I explicitly 
modelled how to write arguments on the board and I also showed students Word documents on the process required to write 
an argument (1.16). During modelling, I intentionally made use of print walk (1.19) and a writing guide (1.30) because they 
helped ‘demystify’ the process of writing a PT. When I feel that the students have reached the ‘You Do’ phase they then 
independently write a PT based on a question I set in class to see how well they worked by themselves and if they needed 
further assistance. I then allocated a homework task to ascertain which students really were at the ‘You Do’ phase (1.27 & 
1.28). While I required them to write a PT at home I negotiated with students on a choice of topics they wanted to write about 
based from their interests and knowledge (1.29). After choosing three of the most popular topics from the brainstorm I also 
allowed some students to write about something that wasn’t on the list provided they were extremely passionate about it. To 
help the students who didn’t have access to the Internet I provided everything (teaching materials (1.28, 1.22, 1.23), guides 
(1.30), marking rubrics (2.25), paper) that enabled them to independently write a PT at home. I also offered students the 
choice of writing or typing their good copy. During the three weeks until the deadline (in addition to daily reminders) students 
began asking questions. I re-negotiated the writing topic for two students who experienced trouble with the original topics, to a 
topic that they had a better understanding of.  I also provided additional support to several students who were experiencing 
difficulty writing an introduction and a conclusion. After the homework deadline passed I allowed extensions for all of my 
students who had not handed in their PT and sent letters home to parents. These extensions were important because it 
motivated these students to get organised to purchase the things they needed (e.g. a USB stick). If I had just allocated a zero 
mark because some students went over an arbitrary deadline (instead of providing support), I would not have received half of 
the PT formative assessments I required for end of semester reports. After assessing the students’ work: three students 
scored above 70%, eight students scored between 50- 60% and three scored under 50% (2.22). My aboriginal student, K.W 
(with limited attendance), also wrote in paragraphs for the 1st time and kept one idea to one paragraph (2.37). 
 
My teaching pedagogy provides a model of best practice as outlined in the DoE documents: ‘Effective Teaching’ (2016),  
‘Aboriginal Cultural Standards Framework’ (2016) and shows that I am meeting priority one: ‘success for all students’ as 
outlined in ‘Focus 2016’. Further proof of my effective teaching is also shown in the form of a testimonial from a former 
student (1.32), my line manager (1.14) and from parents (1.33) whose child I am currently teaching. 
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